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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a digital color image watermarking sche-
me using the hypercomplex numbers representation and the
Quaternion Fourier Transform (QFT). Previous color image
watermarking methods are first presented and the quater-
nion representation is then described. In this framework
RGB pixel values are associated with an unique quaternion
number having three imaginary parts. The QFT is presented,
this transform depends on an arbitrary unit pure quaternion

� . The value of � is selected to provide embedding spaces
having robustness and/or perceptual properties. In the pre-
sented approach � is function of the mean color value of a
block and a perceptual component. A watermarking scheme
based on the QFT and the Quantization Index Modulation
scheme is afterwards presented. This scheme is finally eval-
uated for different color image filtering process (JPEG, blur)
and the fact that perceptive QFT embedding can offer ro-
bustness to luminance filtering techniques is outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

Color images have not received as much attention from the
watermarking community as grey-level images. One com-
monly used technique to address color images is to mark
only the luminance component. If on one hand this solu-
tion is practical due to implementation issues, on the other
hand the luminance component represents the most percep-
tive and sensible information. Consequently for watermark-
ing and especially data-hiding methods, it is important not
to discard chrominance information because such a channel
represents an interesting amount of data that can be used for
information embedding.
This paper is organised as follows: previous work on color
image watermarking is first recalled. In the next section
color images and color images transform are revisited using
the hypercomplex representation and the Quaternion Fourier
Transforms (QFT). In the next section a QFT is constructed
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considering human perception issues. A watermarking sche-
me using this transform is afterwards presented and evalu-
ated. Finally concluding remarks outline the different issues
of this work.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

The aim of this section is to recall briefly important works
on color image watermarking and data-hiding techniques.

� Kutter et. al. proposed a straightforward and practical
solution: the blue channel is used as the embedding channel
[1]. The authors claim that blue represents the less sensitive
channel inside the RGB space. The embedding process uses
spread spectrum techniques in the spatial domain.

� Piva et. al. proposed to take into account the three
RVB components to increase the embedding space [2]. In
this work, the power of the mark is based on the human
eye sensibility to the light spectrum. The magnitude of the
mark is consequently 10 times more significant for the blue
component than for the green component and 5 times more
significant for the blue component than for the red one. In
the proposed scheme, the embedding process is an additive
(spread-spectrum) embedding scheme in the DCT domain.

� Fleet et. al. used the Lab decomposition because such
a decomposition presents interesting properties in the wa-
termarking context [3]. The Lab space, representing an Eu-
clidean sensitive space, can be extended to the S-CIELAB
decomposition including spatial structure of the image. S-
CIELAB exploits the fact that color perception is different
in homogeneous and in textured areas [4]. Signature em-
bedding is performed adding a sinus pattern weighted by a
mask coming from the Yellow/Blue S-CIELAB component.
Signature detection is done finding local peak correspond-
ing to the presence of the sinus.

3. QUATERNION REPRESENTATION

The use of quaternion number in color image processing
is presented in this section. Quaternions also called hy-



percomplex numbers has been introduced with color image
representation by Sangwine and Ell [5][6]. A quaternion �
has four components, one real and three imaginary:
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where ��������� and � are real numbers, and 	 , � and � are
imaginary operators presenting the following properties:
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Using this representation, a color image 3,45�6�7�98 , sized

by :<;>= , can be considered as an array of pure quaternion
numbers (e.g. with no real parts):

3,45�6�7�98?��@A4B�����C8D	���EF45�6�7�98G����HI45�6�7�987�
where @A4B�����C8 , EF4B�����C8 and HI45�6�7�98 represent classical Red,
Green and Blue color components. In [7] Sangwine and Ell
have defined the quaternion Fourier (QFT) transform as:

J�K>L*M 45N,�7O'8?� P
QIR*ST
UWV*X
Y�R�ST
Z1V*X/[

R,\ �7]�^`_�abFc�d!efhg 3�4B�6�7�C8

with the inverse transform defined by:

3�4B�����C82� P
QIR�ST
UiV*X
Y�R*ST
ZjV*X [

\ �7]�^ _�abFc d!efhg J�K>L*M 45N,�7O'8

In these definitions, P��k%mlon =p: . An important point
is that the QFT depends of the definition of � . � has to
represent any unit pure quaternion (e.g. � � �q#�% andr 4 � 8���s ). Such a transform can be easily computed using
classical Fourier transforms and symplectic decomposition
[8].
If the representation of the Fourier Transform of a signal
can be easily interpreted using spectrum and phase infor-
mation, in an analogue way the decomposition of the QFT
was proposed in [7] to characterise two components parallel
and orthogonal to � :

J�K>L M 4BN���O*82� J�K>Lut M 4BN���O*86� J�K>L*v M 45N,�7O'8
J�K>Lwt M

represents the component in which the signa-
ture will be embedded (cf section 5). The choice of � is
explained in the next section.

4. PERCEPTUAL QFT

To design an efficient color watermarking scheme, we have
to find a value of � such that the perceptual impact of the

component
J�K>L�t M

is minimal. Empirical tests were per-
formed to find values of � that lead to minor visual dis-
tortion. Theses tests were accomplished adding “grating”
on xy;x blocks of natural images and evaluating the dis-
tortion on both CRT and LCD monitors. The value of �

offering the smallest distortions was retained. Because �

has to be unit and the QFT is an orthogonal transform, the
quadratic error between the marked image 3{z and original
image 31| is equal to the quadratic error between the marked
component

J�K>Lwt M!}
and the original component

J�K>L�t MD~
.

Consequently the Mean Square Error between 3W| and 3iz
is independent of the value of � . These experiments yield
to find different values of � providing small perceptual dis-
tortion. For example �+���D��� ��4!#��j�&� x���87l n � x permits
the construction of a projection offering interesting mask-
ing properties for the different tested images. Figure 1 illus-
trates the perceptive impact of the perturbation of

J�K>L2t M
with � � �+�6�D�`� and � � �+�C�m� ��45	?�������68�l n � with
same Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error
(MAE).

Part of 31| Part of 3 z ( � � �+�C�m� )

MSE=100, MAE=13.4

Part of 3 z ( � � �+�6�!��� )
MAE=13.4

Part of 3 z ( � � ���6�D�`� )
MSE=100

Fig. 1. Effect of grating insertion according to different val-
ues of � .

Even if the previous choice � � � �6�D�`� yields to a sat-
isfactory perceptual embedding domain, we have observed
that the masking effect was not independent of the mean
color of the block. For example for � �6�!��� �)4�#��j���xo��87l n � x , the masking effect is less significant in blue areas
that in other colored areas. Consequently we decide to find



� as function of � M � and �+�6�D�`� . � M � represents an unit
pure quaternion parallel to the image color component:

� M � ��� ��� @�� 	u� � ��� E�� ��� � ��� H	� �

� �� � @��9� � �� � E��C� � �� � H��

where � � �  � represents the mean of the component  in a
block � of the image.
We have found that ��������� representing the quaternion per-
pendicular to � M � and belonging to the plan � ���D��� that in-
cludes � M � and � �6�D�`� is a good candidate:

� 4 � ������� 8�� � 4 � M � 8�� � � 4 � M � 8�� � 4 �+�6�D�`� 8��
Here

� 4G��8 denotes the 3D vector corresponding to the imag-
inary part of � : � 4B�-���
	C�F���+������8�� � �F������� . The prod-
uct � is the cross-product. The geometrical interpretation of
this operation is illustrated on figure 2. Masking effect can
be improved rotating  | �"!$# by an angle % . We obtain the
quaternion ��&(' ��)+* in the plan � ���D��� :

� 4 �,&(' ��) * 82�.-0/214365�7�4 � 4 � �6�D�`� 81�8%o8
where - / 4 � S �8%�8 means the rotation of

� S with an angle %
in the plan � . %A�:9�l�%Ws leads to very satisfactory masking
properties.

Fig. 2. Construction of ��������� and � &(' ��) * .

5. EMBEDDING AND DETECTION SCHEME

To evaluate and assess the interest of using the perceptive
QFT transform we have decided to embed a mark into

J�K>L?t M
.

This transform is applied on a x�; x block of the original im-
age. We choose a classical watermarking and data-hiding
scheme named Quantization Index Modulation scheme pro-
posed by [9]. Such an approach can achieve both capacity

and robustness requirements. Consequently the embedding
of the bitstream � � ; � is performed by quantizing the coeffi-
cient <p� r 4 J�K>Lwt M 4�% �i%W8�8 using the following algorithm:

Coding step:
If � � = ���.%?>@<BA�� �DC�@?EmO ;�FHGJI�LK

M �NCFl��
If � � = ��� sO>@< A � �DC�@?EmO ;�FHG I�LK

M #PCFl��
The decoding of the signature if performed using the fol-
lowing algorithm:

Decoding step:
If
< #�DC�@?EmO ;�F GJI�LK

M�Q sR � � = ���$%
ElseR � � = ����s

6. RESULTS

The goal of this section is to argue the different advantages
offered by the presented scheme in term of visual impact
and robustness to distortions. The robustness was evalu-
ated using the JPEG compression technique and a Gaussian
blurring filter. The bit error rate (BER) has been evaluated
using either � � �����D����S or � � �+�C�m� with equal Mean
Absolute Error. The MAE was used because the T S norm
produces values that are more conform to visual error than
the T � norm (MSE). The different results are presented on
Table 1 and Table 2.
These results induce two important remarks. On one hand,
results presented on Table 1 illustrate the property that our
perceptive embedding scheme is more robust to luminance
filtering techniques than the luminance embedding scheme.
This property is due to the fact that

J�K>L�t M 4BN���O*8 is or-
thogonal to the luminance axis. On the other hand Table
2 outlines the fact that the perceptive embedding scheme is
less robust to JPEG compression than the luminance embed-
ding scheme. Such a result is explained by the fact that the
JPEG compression scheme can dissociate the Luminance
and the Chrominance components and that the DCT quan-
tization matrix can be distinct for Luminance and Chromi-
nance coefficients (the quantization step is more important
for chroma coefficients). Moreover, in the JPEG compres-
sion technique, the chroma components can be sub-sampled.
Consequently the component

J�K>L�t M 45N,�7O'8 is more dam-
aged for � � �+�6�!��� S than for � � �/�C�m� . Nevertheless
as it is shown in Figure 3, for a similar BER, the visual im-
pact of the perceptual embedding scheme is less disturbing
than the visual impact of the luminance embedding scheme.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper a new watermarking/data-hiding technique for
digital color images has been presented. The Quaternion



MAE 5 10 20
� � �����D��� S : BER(%) 10.44 4.73 1.09

� � ���C�m� : BER(%) 29.54 20.04 13.45

Table 1. BER results for gaussian blurring.

MAE 5 10 20
� � �+�6�D�`� S : BER(%) 50 4.46 0.12

� � �+�C�m� : BER(%) 0.26 0.0 0.0

Table 2. BER results for JPEG compression (Quality factor
= 85%).

Part of 3iz ( � � � �C�m� )

JPEG=85%, BER=0.4%, MAE=4.6

Part of 3Wz ( � � �����D��� S )
JPEG=85%, BER=0.4%, MAE=13.6

Fig. 3. Evaluation of the visual impact of the embedding
process on marked images for similar robustness after JPEG
compression with a quality factor of 85%.

representation and the Quaternion Fourier Transform were
used because a pixel value is processed without dissociating

the different color. The construction of the QFT is associ-
ated with the choice of an unit pure quaternion � that can
be selected to induces an embedding space which is not per-
ceptually affected by the signature embedding. Moreover
the QFT has permitted the design of a robust watermarking
scheme in the frequential domain. The proposed percep-
tual scheme is not robust to JPEG compression and is more
suited for data-hiding applications. Future work will be de-
voted to embed signature both in perceptual and luminance
components to provide similar robustness for luminance fil-
tering and compression techniques.
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